y

Cadavers
Body called 'ultimate learning tool9
said
"A lot of students have the
misconception that you will be able to work
with a cadaver of your own in med school
1 am now told that some med schools have four
or five students working on one cadaver."
Students taking the human anatomy class
are "free to float" among the eight cadavers
displayed in the Burruss Hall laboratory,
according to Sellers. The course is taken
primarily by pre-medicine, pre-nursing, and
pre-physical therapy majors, but art, physical
education, and home economic students take
the class as well, he said.
Each student has a list of anatomical parts to
learn, and works alongside the some 20 other
class members to prepare for the final exam.
"You could take the same list of materials
and ask them to learn on a cat," but the
students woind lose the "psychological
benefit" of working on a human cadaver,
according to Sellers.
Also, the transferral of knowledge from cats
to humans would not be easily accomplished
for the medical student, he said.

By THERESA BEALE
Why dissect a cat when you can work on a
human
cadaver?
That question often crosses the minds of two
of the three biology professors here who teach
human anatomy.
"I tell my students that they can't appreciate
what they have," said Dr. Cletus Sellers who
dissected cats while studying anatomy in
college.
"It (the cadaver) is the ultimate learning
tool."
James Madison University is the only nonmedical school in the state to have a cadaver
program, according to Robert Graves, who
organized the program. Eastern Mennonite
College uses one or two cadavers for
demonstration purposes.
JMU also is unique in that it allows
undergraduate students to work on the
cadavers.
"Even at the University of Virginia and the
Medical College of Virginia, undergraduates
do not have access to cadavers," Sellers said.
"This is not a medical school situation,"he

(Continued on Page 9)
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.lamps Madison University, Harrisonburg. Virginia

By DEBBIE YARD
If you're thinking of leaving
both school and your bills in a
couple of weeks, forget it. You
will be caught.
The
local
utility
companies—electric, water,
cable TV, telephone and gasall have ways to track down
their delinquent customers.
The Harrisonburg Electric
Commission, which serves the
majority of James Madison
University students living offcampus, sends the student a
bill. If that bill is unpaid, the
company sends him a second
bill at home, providing they
have a forwarding address,
according to Kenneth Frantz
of HEC.
If the student doesn't pay
that bill, the HEC writes the
student, requesting payment,
and applies the student's

deposit worth two months of
payments to the bill, Frantz
said.
If the student still fails to
comply, and the bill is for a
significant amount, usually
$15 to $20 over the amount that
the deposit covers, the HEC
turns the matter over to an
attorney.
"Outstanding debts by
students are "not that much
right now," he said, "but
several years ago, before we
upped the deposit, there was a
tremendous amount,
particularly from students in
Holly Court and Squire Hill
Apartments.
The Virginia Electric and
Power Company, which
serves only students living in
the county, uses a similar
method for collecting from
delinquent customers,

No. 50

according to Sandy Perdue of
VEPCO.
"If a student fails to pay his
bill, VEPCO sends him a
cutoff notice and then
disconnects," she said. If.
after a 90-day period, the bill
is still not paid, VEPCO turns
over the matter to a collection
agency, she said.
VEPCO also applies the
deposit of two consecutive
billings to the debt. Perdue
said.
She stressed that students
are treated "just like anyone
else" in this matter.
The amount of outstanding
payments is confidential to
each customer, Perdue said.
The water company of the
City of Harrisonburg applies
the student's deposit and
sends two to three letters to
(Continued on Page 14)
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JMU professor says:

Detente possible between USSR, China
By CINDY ELMORE
A degree of detente will be
possible between the Soviet
Union and Peoples Republic of
China within seven or eight
years, a James Madison
University professor said
Wednesday.
"The 1980's outlook for the
United States, Soviet Union
and China" was the topic of a
panel discussion by Dr. Cary
Henderson and Dr. Chong-kun
Yoon
of
the
history
department, Dr. Henry Myers
and Dr. William Weber of the
political science department,
and Dr. Berkley Rosser, Jr. of
the economics department.
The long hostilities between
the USSR and China will not
go on forever, Yoon said,
predicting that a new
relationship for the two
countries based on equal
footing will emerge.
This split first occured
because
of
"China's
inferiority complex and Soviet
arrogance," in addition to
border disputes, Yoon said.
The United States would be
the main beneficiary in
improved Sino-Soviet
relations, be said, since
otherwise the U.S. may be
forced to take sides.
However, Russia has to
make the first move, since
China has openly declared
Russia the biggest threat to
world peace, he said.
In any case, Yoon said,
China needs time to grow into
an industrial nation before
any equal relationship can
occur. However, China has
the advantage of the respect
of most third world nations
since Mao Tse-tung died.
"We have some hope that
China will be the good guy,"
Henderson said. "But they're
just about as bad as we are
when it comes to making up
their minds and doing sensible
things."
Although U.S. trade with
China was minimal -before
normalization of relations,
Henderson said, it is
estimated that ten billion
dollars worth of trade with
China will be reached in five
years.
"For every billion dollars of
trade with a foreign country,
you have 30,000 American
jobs," he added.
As for the Soviet Union, the
situation in Africa is such that
they are losing out to the U.S.,
not because African countries
detest socialism, but because
the U.S. can provide needed
economic aid. Russia can
provide only military aid, be
*Wi a crazy, mixed-up
world. We'll provide aid to
almost anyone," he said,
adding that U.S. aid to foreign
countries amounts to eight
and a half billion dollars
annually.
There was a time when the
U.S. looked at the Soviet
Union for all the world's
problems, Henderson said.
But now this view has
changed. In fact, the U.S.
trade balance with Russia is
quite favorable, he added,
particularly
considering
America's trade imbalances
with other countries such as
Japan.
the biggest problem for the
Soviet Union in the '80's will
be the probable change in
leadership, according to
Weber.

DR. WILLIAM WEBER, political science professor, addresses
panel discussion on USSR, U.S. and China in the 1980's. The panel
"Brezhnev probably won't
live much longer," he said,
adding that "the typical
succession crisis" will then
occur until a new coalition of
powers emerges.
Currently, Brezhnev

represents the center of Soviet
policies.
The twelve-year
"Brezhnev legacy" has made
the Soviet Union into a
military superpower, Weber
said.
Russia is hying to project

included Dr. Chong-kun Yoon. Dr. Cary Henderson, Dr. Barkley
Rosser and Dr. Henry Myers.
"h'lto liy I jwronf r Emerson

its power into third world
countries with some success;
for example, in Angola,
Afghanistan, Vietnam, and
Yemen. However, there have
been many more failure in
other
countries
than

successes, he said.
The Soviets are very
cautious in using military
force and, in fact, have not
used their strength in the third
world to the extent the U.S.
(Continued on Page 14)
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Tolstoy jumped from rationality to faith

mSM*

WILLIAM EDGERTON discusses the changing philosophy of
novelist Leo Tolstoy.

By TERESA CAVINESS
Leo Tolstoy believed that
the meaning of the universe is
dependent on the meaning of
death, a visiting professor
said here Friday.
Tolstoy, nineteenth century
Russian novelist, viewed
death as transition rather
than annihilation, according
to William Edgerton. Tolstoy
believed that human life
makes sense only after man
understands death, he said.
"Rationalism, like ozone, is
an unstable element in the
periodical
chart
of
philosophy," said Edgerton,
who appeared as part of the
Slavic Week programs.
According to Edgerton,
Tolstoy's belief in reality is
the foundation of all his works.
Tolstoy found himself unable
to accept the doctrines of
miracles of the great world
religions,
such
as
Christianity. His belief in
reality kept him from
accepting these doctrines,

Edgerton said.
However, later in life,
Tolstoy went through a
spiritual crisis. His book , A
Confession, is the greatest
personal and
religious
confession that European
writers have ever produced,
said Edgerton.
In On Life, Tolstoy showed
how rationalism alone had
brought him to the point of
despair. He said that one must
follow the paradoxyl teaching
of Jesus to get out of this
"animal
existence,"
according to Edgerton.
Tolstoy now could not see
life without faith.
The life we live on this earth
between birth and death is
only one small stage of our life
and growth, according to
Tolstoy's religious
convictions, Edgerton said.
He believed that there is some
kind of life after death.
Tolstoy considered life an
opportunity for spiritual
growth.

DALE WEGNER CHEVY CITY
When it comes to value...
J.AA.U. comes to Chevy City
Schlitz 12oz

1.89

Coke 16oz P,us deposit
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& Green beans 16oz
Yellow Corn 16oz

3/1.00
3/1.00|

AAelO-bit Am. Cheese 12oz 1.29
A&P Swiss Slices 16oz

2.29

New & Used Cars
434-6731
Downtown Harrisonburg

Looking for ERIE?
Look to: Hurley Showaiter
Insurance Agency, Inc.
We have the superior insurance
service to go with the superior
insurance products of the
^AK. ERIE INSURANCE
GROUP
EWE
NSUIUNCE
GROUP

53 Kenmore St.
_ (near DMV)
Harrisonburg, Va. 434-5931

Sealtest Lite & Lively ice milk
Vigal 1.19
Ca. Strawberries qt 1.09 pt .58
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PIZZA

NEW YORK STYLE

A&P brand meat franks
plus 1 free
lb of sauerkraut

LW S

1.39

A&P brand hot or
mild sausage lib .89

50 * Off ANY PIZZA
ml coupon
Beer Now on Tap
Sun.-Thurs. 11AM-12 midnight

Frl.-Soti 11AM-1AM
778 E. Market

T

^^^^^

434.5375
Fast Carry Out

With no stages in between,
Tolstoy
jumped
from
rationality to faith, Edgerton
said.
The belief in religious nonviolence that was evident
during the late nineteenth
century became known as
Tolstoy ism.
However, because of the
"secular-minded cynicism"
brought on by World War I,
Tolstoy's teachings are
practically forgotten.
Tolstoy is most known for
his book, War and Peace,
which took six years to write.
According to Edgerton, there
are no other pieces of
literature that come close to
identifying so much with our
own lives.
Tolstoy's influence on
writers of other countries can
be traced around the world.
He has influenced the
personal lives of people
everywhere,
such
as
Mahatma Ghandi, Edgerton

JMU to host
Irish Studies
convention
James Madison University
will host the 17th annual
meeting of the American
Committee for Irish Studies
(ACIS) Thursday, April 26
through Saturday, April 28, in
Chandler Hall.
Some ISO to 200 scholars
from the United Stats, Great
Britain and Ireland will attend
the meeting, a university
spokesman said. Ambassador
of Ireland Sean Donlon and
Gearoid O'Cleirigh, consul
general to New York, will be
among those attending the
meeting, the Spokesman said.
Among the participants in
the three-day affair will be:
John Murphy, Irish senator
and professor of history at the
University College of Cork;
Ruari Quinn, a deputy to Dail
Eireann, the Irish legislative
assembly; architect James
White, director of th National
Gallery of Ireland; and
Terence Brown, professor of
English at Trinity College of
Eight sessions centered on
the
meeting's
theme,
"Conflict of the Individual and
the Community in Ireland,"
will be held. Papers will be
presented at each session.
The first session, "The
Individual
and
the
Community," is scheduled for
9:30 a.m. on April 26 and is
open to the public at no
charge. Admission to the
other sessions is $2 per session
or $10 for admission to all
sessions. JMU students and
faculty will be admitted to the
session free of charge.
A total of eight sessions will
be held. The schedule of
sessions is:
Tharsday. April 20-9:3011:00 a.m. "The Individual
and the Community" (free)
1:45-3:00 p.m. "Parnell:
The Individual in the
Community"
3:15-5:00 p.m.
"The
Individual
Outside the
Community"
Friday, April 27-9:30-11:00
a.m. "TheIrish in Britain"
(Continued on Page 15)
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Salary averages* lower here
By TERESA CAVINESS
A resolution concerning
increases in salary averages
was submitted to the Faculty
Senate Thursday.
The senate voted to refer the
resolution to the 1979-80
Faculty Concerns Committee
as the first agenda item.
Faculty members at James
Madison University are not
receiving
the
State's
benchmark averages,
according to Larry Roller, a
secondary education
professor who introduced the
resolution.
"There is a difference of
$12,000 in what we are paid
and what we legally could be

paid," said another faculty
member.
Proposals for changes in
tenure and
promotion
methods in the faculty
handbook have been sent to
JMU President Ronald
Carrier.
Also, the feasibility of
offering correspondence
courses will be looked into by
the Undergraduate
Commission in the fall.
At an earlier organizational
meeting of next year's
Faculty Senate, incoming
speaker Margaret Gordon
said that the Senate works on
the basis of comittees. She
emphasized the importance of

the positions of chairperson
and secretary as
the
committees divided into
groups and elected such
persons.
Robert Atkins, this year's
speaker, told senators that he
has no regrets regarding
being speaker this past year.
As the representative body of
the faculty, he said, the senate
must maintain good relations
with both administration and
faculty.
"The Faculty Senate can
only be effective if it has the
full support of the senators
and faculty it represents,"
Atkins said.

Most common theory:
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Earth has solid inner core
By LOUIS EACHO
"Discovery is a common
term used in science implying
that you've found or
uncovered something," but
the discoveries found about
the earth's core have been
constantly changed and
modified, said a visiting
professor of physical science
and
technology
here
Thursday.
Speaking
on
"the
Discovery of The Earth's
Core," Professor Stephen
Brush of the Universtiy of
Maryland dealt with several
theories through history of
"what is under out feet and
how we can find out about it."
The first and only real
studies of the earth's core
until the eighteenth century
were done by a British
scientist named Edward
Halley in 1691, said Brush.
Halley simply believed there
was an extremely large solid
iron core under the earth's
crust he said.

During that century the
theory of a hot liquid core was
popular, said Brush, since it
was found that temperature
increases with depth.
However, by 1840, with work
done by a British physicist
named Hopkins, it was found
that the pressure of the center
of the earth is so high that he
felt is must solidify, Brush
said.
Hopkins' arguments were
enforced by another British
scientist named Lord Kelvin,
Brush said. Kelvin showed
that tides would be impossible
to observe without a core as
solid as steel, he said.
The theories of Kelvin were
not disputed throughout most
of the nineteenth century, said
Brush because of Kelvin's
high status in the scientific
world.
However, in 1897, another
British scientist named
Richard
Oldam
found
conclusive evidence that the
earth's core is liquid by

studying various types of
seismic wave data from India.
Even with Oldan's findings
it was not until 192S that
Harold Jeffries, a British
geophysicist, could convince
Bie scientific world that the
earth's core is liquid, Brush
said.
Jeffries, using tidal data
and seismic wave data,
theorized that there is a large
liquid core that begins 2900
kilometers into the earth
which is still the accepted
depth today, Brush said.
By 1936 a woman scientist
by the name of Inga Lehmen,
using the evidence of Jeffries,
theorized a solid inner core,
which is also still the common
belief today, according to
Brush.
It is still being debated as to
what said Brush exactly
where and how large the
earth's core is.
"History may prove us
wrong in a day, a couple of
years, or maybe even a
century later," he concluded.
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Reading efficiency class offered
By GARY DAVIS
The
James
Madison
Univesity Reading Center will
offer a new reading efficiency
course designed for the
average reader duiing the
1979-80 fall semester.
The course will focus on the
improvement
of
comprehension, vocabulary,
and reading speed. This will
be accomplished through the
teaching of various reading
techniques, said Dr. Shirley
Merlin, coordinator of the
Reading Center.
"Most persons don't realize
that different techniques
should be used when reading
different materials," she said
The class will present these
techniques and then give the
students a chance to practice
them, she said.
Students' grades will be
determined through the
grading of a few assignments,
attendance, and general
improvement in reading
techniques. "Students will be
given pretests at the
beginning of the class so that
we
can
gauge
their
improvement," Merlin said.
Courses of this type are
spreading throughout the
country she said. Merlin cites
a society that has "drifted into
inefficient reading patterns"
as the reason for the need of
these classes.
Reading
efficiency courses have been
incorporated into some of the
finest colleges, so "I was
naturally glad when the
administration approved this
class," she said.
Private corporations also
have begun to offer reading

travel counsellors, inc.
Call us for all your travel needs
345 S. Main St. H'burg
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Lab, storage and library
facilities of the center will be
available to the society.
Jim Wood, director of the
center, said he hopes the
meeting will attract people
from Rockinghamn, Augusta
and Shenandoah counties.
"We want to try to bring
together all the people who
have information about the
prehistoric cultures and
settlement patterns in the
Valley," he said.
Those persons interested in
joining the regional chapter of
the society should contact the
research center at 433-6266.

The
James
Madison
University Archeological
Research Center is sponsoring
a meeting to organize a
regional chapter of the
Archeological Society of
Virginia.
Amateurs and professionals
interested in joining the group
are invited to the center at 131
Warsaw St., lower level, at
7:30 p.m. April 26.
The informal get-together
will allow people interested in
both historic and prehistoric
archeology to exchange ideas
and to be introduced to the
JMU archeological facilities.

434-1796
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CHEESE BOARDS
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expand the program when we
move into the new education
building if response from the
students is good."
Dr. Hartford Graham of the
Elementary and Early
Childhood Education
Department will teach the
course.
"Dr. Graham is extremely
qualified because of his work
with similar programs in
other colleges," she said.
Persons wishing to take the
reading efficiency course as
an elective will find it listed
under the Department of
Elementary and Early
Childhood Education in the
class listings.

efficiency courses. Many of
these companies claim that
they can change reading
speed almost overnight, she
said. Most of these courses
don't offer "the emphasis on
comprehension and
vocabulary improvement like
we do." In regard to their
incredible claims she said,
"we don't make any
guarantees
because
a
person's improvement is
individual."
The reading efficiency
course will only be offered at
only one time next semester,
on Wednesday and Friday
from 4 to5:15p.m. But Merlin
pointed out that, "we will
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If you bate the way your haircut disappears the
day after, come to Command Performance where
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fussing with it Usually a shake of the head does it
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Announcements
Peace caravan
The arms race, militarism
and the draft will be among
the topics discussed with JMU
faculty and students 7-9 p.m.
April 24 in Jackson 103 by Pete
Haynes and Doug Wiebe. The
two speakers have traveled to
campuses and churches in
Illinois and Wisconsin as part
of their assigmment with the
New Call to Peacemaking
Peace Caravan.
Haynes and Wiebe are 1978
graduates of Manchester
College in Indiana. Haynes is
from Bridgewater, Va. and
Wiebe is from Whitewater,
Kansas.
Their visit to JMU is
sponsored by the Catholic
Campus
Ministry.
Biology seminar
The Biology department of
James Madison University
will hold a seminar on April 25
at 4 p.m. in Burruss 212.
Richard Hotel of JMU will
speak on "Cadmium as a
factor in hypertension." Tim
Schimmel of JMU will speak
on "Applications of neutron
activation
analysis
in
biological
science."
Refreshments will be served
and
all are invited.
Contracts
All organizations that have
not received 1980 Bluestone
contracts and would like to,
call the Bluestone office, 6384,
or Michael, 5849. The deadline
is April 27.

Publication

Asbury church

Carol M. Nesslein, assistant
director of career planning
and placement at James
Madison University, has had
an article published in "The
Journal of College and
University Housing." The
article is titled "Residential
Retirement Education:
A
New Market with a New
Option.

Car wash
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
is sponsoring a car wash on
April 28 at Kroger from 9
a.m.-4 p.m. Cost is $1 for cars
and $1.75 for trucks and vans.

China lecture
Dr. Angela S. Reeke will
present a slide and lecture on
April 25 at 7 p.m. in Jackson
Hall (IB). The topic is "My
Impressions of China."

Counseling
A support group designed to
help people cope with
concerns related to separation
and divorce is being formed
by Dr. Dick Wettstone and Ms.
Katherine Evans of the
Counseling and Student
Development Center.
The
group will begin during the
third week of May. Day and.
time have not been decided. If
interested contact the Center
at 6552 between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m

Yearbooks

Church Women United in
Harrisonburg
and
Rockingham County will
celebrate May Fellowship
Day
and
their
25th
Anniversary on Friday, May
4, at 10:00 a.m. at the Asbury
United Methodist Church, 205
S.Main St., Harrisonburg.
Workshops on "Drug and
Alcohol Abuse" and "TV. the Anonymous Teacher" will
be held. Food will be provided,
Each one is asked to bring a
salad. A nursery will be
provided and everyone is
invited
to
attend.

Art trip

Yearbook distribution will
begin on April 23 from 7-10
p.m. in Room C of the WUU.
It will continue through the
week during the following
hours: TTH 1-4 and WF 12-3.
I.D.'s
are
required.

Birth control
There is a place to get birth
control information. Call the
Rockinsham Health Center at
433- 1771.

New course

New course
The roots, dimensions, and
philosophical implications of
the Holocaust through literary
responses will be the topics of
an inter-departmental course
given
jointly
by
the
Department of Foreign
Languages and Literatures
and the Department of
Philosophy and Religion. For
additional information
contact Professor John
Stewart at 433-6310 or 433-6128
or Dr. William Thomas at 4336546.

Relations class
The class members of JMU's
Adult Distributive Education
Course will conduct and
construct a three hour class
for employees of Joseph Ney's
on the ABC's of Effective
Customer Relations.
The
class will be held on April 30
from 7-10 p.m. at the store on
Court
Square.

Soc. 366, "Modern American
Culture," will be new in the
fall semester. The course will
explore ways that society and
social changes are reflected in
such cultural forms as films,
art, literature, music, fashion,
architecture, and mass
media. The class is directed
toward non-sociology majors
and
there
are
no
prerequisites. It will be held
at 10:50 on Tuesday and
Thursday.
For more
information contact professor
Mary Lou Wylie in the
Department of Sociology,
Anthropology and Social
Work.

Bad checks
Checks returned unpaid to
James Madison by your bank
must be redeemed in cash at
the Cashier's Window, Wilson
Hall before the end of the
session for you to receive
transcripts.

The Art Department is
sponsoring
a
trip
to
Washington D.C. on April 26.
The bus will leave Duke Fine
Arts Center parking lot at 8
a.m. and will return at 8 p m
The cost is $3.50 per person
and must be paid at the time
of registration for the trip.
Interested persons may sign
up in the Art Office from 8:3012 or from 1 p.m.-4:30 until
April 25. Call 6216 for more
information.

Address change
To receive magazines during
the summer months you
should out in
change of
address now to your
publisher.

Art exhibit
An exhibit of ceramic
sculpture, pottery and graphic
design opens Sunday, April 22,
at the Artworks Gallery on the
James Madison University
campus.
The exhibit features
ceramic sculpture and pottery
by JMU senior Pam Treakle
and graphic designs by JMU
senior Betty Willberger.
The show opens with a
reception at 4 p.m. on April 22
and the exhibit runs through
May 5.
Artworks Gallery, which is
located in Zirkle House on
Main Street, is open Sundays
4—6 p.m., Wednesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays 12—5
p.m., and Thursdays 12—9
p.m.
Continued on Page 8
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No. 1 Import in U.S.A.
Sells More Than Afl German
Imports Combined ...
There Must Be A Reason 1!
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Summer jobs

Chanticleer

Banquet
The Annual Broadcasting
Banquet will be held on April
28 at Hose Company No. 4 on
Saturday April 28. Tickets are
available at the Television
Film Center, WMRA FM and
at the Communication Arts
office in the Wine-Price
Building. The cost is 16.25 per
person. The banquet is being
sponsored by Alpha Epsilon
Rho, the National Honorary
Broadcasting Society.

Loan repayment
April 24-25 meetings will be
held in Room B of WUU for
graduating seniors and nonreturning students who have
had National Direct Student
Loans through JMU. The
meetings will concern the
repayment plans for these
loans. Attendance atone of the
scheduled
meetings
is
required by law. If you have
not been advised by mail of
these meetings, please call
6509 for an appointment.

The
James
Madison
University music department
will present the opera
"Chanticleer" and several
operatic exerpts in a concert
April 26 & 27 in the LatimerShaeffer Theatre of the Duke
Fine Arts Ceter.
JMU students participating
in the department's opera
workship will perform in the
concert.
'Chanticleer," a one-act
opera by Seymour Barab, is
based on the "Nun's Priest's
Tale" by Chaucer.
Excerpts from Mozart's
"Magic Flute" and "Don
Giovanni," Verdi's
"Falstaff," Puccini's
"Madame Butterfly,'' and
Humperdink's "Hansel and
Gretel" will be performed.
Workshop director Dr. John
Little, assistant professor of
music at JMU, will direct
"Chanticler" and the opera
excerpts will be directed by
JMU students.
The concert begins at 8 p.m.
each night and is open to the
public. There is no admission
charge.

BOOK FAIR
Sat April 28 (9 a.m.-5 p.m.)
Green Valley Auction Barn - 2 miles east of Mt. Crawford,
Va. 1-81, Exit61. Signs posted.
We are restocking our new book shelves with thousands of
books such as "Fools Die", "Chesapeake" "TheBunker'
"American Caesar", "Times of My Life", "Matarese
Circle" etc.
Large lot of new paperbacks also. Special lot of new
(damaged) books upstairs at extra special prices.
Two door prizes - retail value over $200 each. An
excellent day to book shop without the large crowds. See
you there.
"We sell more, because we sell for less."

. Overdue loans

Summer jobs in community
organizing are available.
Consumer Congress is looking
for employees to work in
Virginia's most effective
consumer lobby group. For
more information call (703)
536-7368 in Falls Churph or
(804) 380-0355 in Newport
News.

Free concert
The
James
Madison
University Chorus will
perform Joseph Haydn's "The
Seasons" in JMU Wilson Hall
Auditorium on Tuesday, April
24, at 8 p.m.
The concert is open to the
public at no charge.

Free concert
The
James
Madison
University Symphonic Wind
Ensemble will present a
concert on Wednesday, April
25, at 8 p.m. in JMU's Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
The concert is open to the
public at no charge.

In accordance with the
requirements established for
the Short Term Student Loan
Fund, those students who
have not repaid their Short
Term Student Loans within 45
days will have their names
printed in The Breeze. The
following students have
over u e
loans
Walter
T • r r y
Kenneth

Ansell
Bandy
Boyce
Carman
Butch
Linda
Caddan
Robert
Cartar,
Jr.
John
Caahlr
Raymond
Clark
Harold
Deate
Stava
Ercolano
John
Flador * I C I
Chrli
Film raid
John
Floury
Jamas
R.
Frew ley
David Wayne Glover
Ricky
G re be r
O a v I d
G r e e r
Fadaly
B
Guffey
Eric
Halaey
Eugene
Holllns
Kevin
Hull
Robart
Hutc h a r s o n
Fradarlck C. Jenkins
William
Jones
Charles
King
Gregg
Keller
John
Lounsbury
Tom
MacLeod
Timothy
A.
Mattox
Michael
Moritzkat
Michael
Murnane

Kevin
Pooley
Cindl
Royston
Michael
Ryan

Gregory
John
Richard

Peter

Seiko
Shultx
Avery

Renfort

Shoemaker

Smith

Wallace
Sprouse
Randall
L.
Tapley
James
B.
Thomas
D w I g h t
War n'a eke
Michael Wilson

Jazz course
Dr. George West, director of
the JMU Jazz Ensemble, will
teach the Music 200 course
offered during the May three
week session. The emphasis
of study will be on jazz music
and its relationship to
American classical and
commercial music including
rock. Further inquiries may
be answered by calling Dr.
West in the Department of
Music at 6393.

American
Cancer Society

Its National Volunteer
Week
Thanks to oil of you who
volunteered your time, energy,
and ideas this year I

Summer Staff Positions
Head Resident- 8 week session

The JAAU Service Co-op

Possible R.A. openings
for May & 8 week sessions
Please Gall Dottie White
immediately if interested
433-6598
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88 Carlton St.
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We are something else."

Sun-Thurs 11-10
Fri-Sat 11-11

* Students don't forget your ID is good
for a 15% discount on all regular orders
(will not be good on coupon items below)
Dealer For:
• Raleigh
• Motobecane
\» Peugeot
■ • Nlshlki

• Professional Service Dept.
• Largest Inventory Of Parts
Accessories
• Cycle Touring Equipment

•Trek

-CALL
The Pedal People

434-5151
1094 S. College Ave. Harrisonburg, VA

BUY
GET THE;
THIRD FREE"
offer good on our
original Fish & Chips
offer expires
May 31, 1979

50'OFF
A Fish 4 Chips Meal
includes Fish & Chips,
cole slaw and regular
soft drink
offer expires May 31. 1979
'■»

Wayne's
Unisex Salon

THE

Our haircuts
and Body Waves
are designed for
Men and Women
with a style
of their own.

Bobby

Kathy

Wayne

Wayne's Master hair cutters for Men & Women
57 West Market Harrisonburg, Va. 434-1617
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* Cadavers
(Continued from Page II
Until 1968, human anatomy
students here did dissect cats,
but that was before Graves
contacted the
Virginia
Department of Health about
establishing a cadaver
program at Madison College.
To qualify for the program,
the college had to be bonded
for insurance purposes,
provide storage facilities for
the bodies, and have sufficient
funds to purchase the
specimens.
At that time the college
bought two cadavers from the
state health department for
$125 each. Eleven years later,
the university now owns ten
cadavers, costing up to $600 a
piece. The university has
invested
a
total
of
approximately $4,500 in the
program.
Rising costs have posed the
biggest problem to the
cadaver program here,
Sellers said. The state has
stopped subsidizing the health
department's anatomical
program. Since the state
program
now
is
selfsustaining, cadaver costs
have risen.
Also, JMU receives its
cadavers on a priority basis,
with the state's medical
schools—the medical school at
U.Va., MCV, and Eastern
Virginia Medical Schoolhaving first calling.
Keeping each cadaver as
long as possible helps keep
costs down, Sellers said. The
amount of time a cadaver is
kept here depends on its
condition, he said. Some
cadavers are good specimens
for certain parts, while other
specimens are better for other
studies.
Most cadavers are used for
four to five' years. One
cadaver has been here for

seven years, while three were
purchased last year.
Although JMU is down the
list when it comes to getting
cadavers, the university
usually gets what it needs,
Sellers said. Average weight
adults are best for the
department's purposes, but
the university can use
adolescents or autopsied
bodies if no other specimens
are available, he said.
The cadaver program
now has two children, six
men, and two women, all of
various ages.
The state health department
acquires its cadavers through
three major means. Ninetyfive to 96 percent of the
cadavers are donors or
mental institution patients.
The remaining two to five
percent are derelicts found in
the larger cities in the state.
When JMU gets a cadaver,
depending on the condition of
its present specimens and the
availability of new specimens,
someone must dissect the
body before the anatomy
students can study it—a job
requiring eight 40-hour work
weeks of an individual.
Instead, advanced biology
students have the opportunity
to dissect the body in biology
497, Problems in Biology. The
course gives the students "a
more intimate learning
experience than what they
would be exposed to on a
higher level," according to
Sellers.
"For our students who are
going to be eventually
working with humans, the
earlier they can be exposed to
humans (cadavers), the
better they will be prepared,"
he said.
"With humans, there's
nothing better, "Sellers said.
"The cadavers justify the
expense and the trouble."
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CAN BE BEAT
Springtime Speciols
by Coty

All the pizza and salad you can eat
for only $2.89
Just make your selection from the constant flow of fresh and different
pizzas at the buffet. All you want. And, you can make as many trips
to the salad bar as you want. That's how it is at
the Pizza Inn Family Nite Buffet.
Adults $2.89. Kids 7-12 years old $1.24,6 and under Free.
Every Monday and Tuesday night from 5.00 to 8:30 p.m.

Pizza inn
HVvegjot a feding

Open Sunday through Thursday 11:00 a.m. til 11:00 p.m
Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m. til 1:00am.
Coca-Cola" and Coka' arc ragtatarad trademarks which ktontMy tha aama product ot tha Coca-Cola Company

Nuance Spray Cologne

$3.00

Smitty Sparkling Splash

$3.50

Soft Shadow Lotion

$3.25

Muguet des Bois Cologne

$2.75

Glowing Finish Moisture
Retention Creme Make-up

$4.00

ALL by COTY
ALSO
Ten O Six Lotion by Bonne Bell 16oz.
-was $6.00 nowonly $3.95

Hughes Pharmacy
(across from JMU)

fi
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Ocean City: a summer haven for students
'You can get off work just in time for the parties and bars9
By DONNA CEDAR
"You get 'toasted' all night,
go to bed and sleep 'till 4 p.m..
Sit up and go to work" said
ino Bell, adding, "that's
what you do when you're in
Ocean City for the summer."
That's not exactly what
everyone does while they're in
Ocean City but it is a sample
of why some students flock to
"O.C.. Md." to spend the
summer months.
When summer comes, so
does warm weather and
college students want to get
away from school, the nasties
of home, and the monotony of
routine summer jobs.
Summer is viewed by most
parents and conscientious
students as the three-and-onehalf months to earn all the
spending money possible so
you don't call home for a
"loan" in the dwindling off
period of February and/
March Parents usually frown^
upon spending the summer at
the beach because it does not
seem feasible to save enough
money to survive nine months
of school expenses. And some
might add that it's just not
practical.
Some lucky students have
done it and some are planning
to do it
The students
interviewed had a variety of
experiences, some similar
and some radically different,
but all had advice to offer to
the person who is interested in
spending a summer at the
beach.
Gino Bell (junior) is
originally from Maryland.
Because the beach was only
two hours from his home, his
mother encouraged him to
live there. Many of Bell's
friends had done it and
because he receives financial
aid, saving money was not a
major concern. Bell suggests
*'

that you start planning early.
Christmas break is when most
students head for Ocean City
to
start
making
arrangements.
»««»«•»
The best way to find a
homestead for the summer is
to contact a realtor in Ocean
City. BeU recalled that there
were about four realtors on
Ocean Highway, the main
strip. He said they are helpful
ana prepared because so
many students come for the
summer and are looking for a
comfortable, yet affordable
living space. Summer homes
range in rent from around
$1500 to $3000 for the summer.
A
deposit
is
usually
necessary.

Bell lived in a two-bedroom
cottage with three other
students. The total rent was
$1500, each boy paying $425 for
the entire summer. Usually,
students with a $3000 rent will
squeeze six people into the
house.
Rene Leonard (senior) and
Tommy Ward (senior) also
planned their summers during
Christmas break.
Both
Leonard and Ward contacted
a realtor and ended up with a
similar arrangement to Bell's.
Miss
Leonard's
first
summer at O.C. was spent in a
one-bedroom cement
apartment. The rent was$800
for the summer, split between
her roommate and herself.

?v^PN
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showers turned the girls' hair
orange.
The second summer,
Leonard contacted two
realtors. After shopping
around a bit, Leonard and her
two friends found a pleasant
apartment for $1500. ft is safe
to plan on around $500 rent for
the entire summer.

""'■

Sideshow^csirts &Peopk
Because Rene was not
familiar with the city she took
the first, cheap place she
could find and later suffered
for it. The apartment was too
small, got no circulation, had
all sorts of bugs and the rusty

The second most important
thing to check into over
Christmas is a job. Bell said
that employers will give a
definite answer by spring
break. Restaurant work is
preferable to most students
because it usually enables
them to have their days free
and still attend late night
parties. Mqst restaurant
shifts are from* 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. or4p.m. toll p.m. Some
restaurants are not open
during the day. Bell suggests
applying early so you can try
to secure evening shift.
/
"Nothing mucn nappens
before 10 or 11 p.m. so you can
get off work just in tune for
the parties and bars," he said.

pjo 6re*K. F/S//.
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HERE'S PIE IN YOUR EYE. Chrysalis managing editor Deaa
Honeycatt gets a pie In the face at Sunday night's opening
reception for the ltn edition of the Chrysalis magazine. The
masked, as-yet-unidentified assailant, surprised Honeycutt with
what was believed to be a Spanky's custard pie. There has been no
indication that the assailant was a member of the Homecoming
Revue Committee. The Chrysalis exhibit, with or without
Honeycatt. will continue through next Sunday at the SUvertree
Gallery
(t3
Main
Street), ,«*, by a.* Youn,

V
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Bell began by working
construction, but after two
days decided that "the beach
and construction don't make
it."
He then applied to
Stackers' restaurant and was
hired in the steam room. He
said the job was ideal because
there was no pressure from
superiors and when they ran
out of oysters or clams they
closed the steam room and got
off early. 'One of the best
parts of the job was just
hangin' out doin' nothing,"
said Bell, who was paid
minimum wage.
Rene Leonard had trouble
landing a definite job at
Christmas and said that some
employers didn't want to hire
too far in advance, while
others were already full
staffed for the summer.
Leonard got a waitressing job
in May when she arrived in
Ocean City.
Tommy Ward worked as a
waiter for Family Fish House.
He earned $1.31 an hour plus
tips.
He also worked at
Instant Replay, a sporting
goods store which paid
minimum wage.
He said
there were forty waitresses
and twelve waiters at Family
Fish House, so they all had a
good time and work wasn't
something you dreaded.
Everyone agreed that
evening shift was the best
time to work because it gives
you a chance to enjoy the
beach and still party at night.
Phillips
Crab
House
employs
many
college
students during the summer
months.
They are very
selective in the employees
they hire, and generally
speaking, they favor neat,
wholesome,
fraternitysorority type students. ;rhe
students interviewed were not
interested in Phillips for
employment because they are
very strict and you are
constantly under pressure.
Phillips provides dormitories
for their employees, complete
with curfews and visitation
hours.
Bikes are preferable to cars
for transportation. Bikes get
(Continued on Page ID
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Only the lighting was bad:

Tom Chapin 'comes home' for a concert

By BECKY AARON
Tom Chapin's performance
at the Grafton-Stovall Theatre
last Thursday night was as
much a reunion as a concert.
In his fourth year of concerts
at JMU, C ha pin not only
offered an evening of fine
entertainment, but a sense of
coming home.
On stage, Chapin's easy
manner and blend of soft,
flowing songs such as "Song
for Bonnie" and "All My
Life's a Circle," and snappy
nonsense tunes like "When I
See an Elephant Fly" and
"Man Eating Shark," made
his performance less like
listening to a singer than
talking to an old friend.
Chapin's lyrics are not forced
and not syrupy, but evolve out
of and evoke from the
audience memories of love
and laughter.
Chapin included in his
Thursday night performance
"All Night Stations" and
audience sing alongs on "Hold
Me Tight" and "Nothin' But
Love." When called back for
an encore, Chapin sang
"Make a Wish," the theme
song from his Emmy Award
winning TV show, and "All My
Life's A Circle," a Chapin

'tradition," songs that are as
old as Chapin's career, yet
delivered with all the

freshness that a Chapin
audience expects.
Chapin
gave his soul to his JMU

audience and he got theirs in
return.
In concert with Tom Chapin

was Jericho Harp, a two man
guitar group from Minnesota.
Jericho Harp was a natural
introduction to Chapin,
offering the same style music
and presentation as Chapin,
yet memorable enough
themselves to be welcomed
back again, much better
choice than the Unknown
Comic.
In spite of the absence of the
Unknown Comic, Thursday
night's concert did have one
flaw. Though the music was
comfortable and the audience
relaxed, the lighting crew was
living out a hyperactive
fantasy. Constantly changing
colors, lopsided lighting on
Jericho Harp, and, flashing
white spots on Chapin, though
inspiring comments from the
performers and laughter from
the audience, distracted from
the mood of the concert
Hopefully, the next time a
performer of Chapin's calibre
visits JMU, the lighting crew
that thought itself gunners for

Tom Chapin..,just like talking to an old friend

photo by OI«nn Pttty

Battlestar Galactica's lazor
canons will be replaced with
competent lighting people.

* Ocean City
H oMiimxMl from Pago I0>

you where you want to go
quickly with no expense and
no sitting in bumper to
bumper traffic that often
occurs in Ocean City. There is
also a bus service on Ocean
Highway that takes you just
about anywhere for a small
fee of twenty
five cents, the buses run
about every fifteen minutes.
Thumbing is illegal and,
therefore, not advised.
The main concern of most
students contemplating the
idea of a summer in Ocean
City is whether or not they will
save any money. Bell saved
$900, Ward $500 and Leonard
$450, an average of about $400.
Everyone said it is possible to
earn and save more money
but
that
they
were
comfortable with their

arrangements. $400 is not
much, probably not enough to
get through the school year
unless you budget your money
very carefully or take on a
part-time job.
Nobody's parents seemed to
mind the idea. Miss Leonard,
however, said her father had
encouraged her to get a more
career-oriented job. Ward's
and Bell's parents agreed to
the arrangement.
Some
parents may be harder to
persuade than others but
perhaps the best time to
approach them is after you've
found a place to live and ajob.
Parents like to know definite
facts and figures and it is
helpful if you know all of this
in advance. Promise them
that you won't call home for
money next spring and tell
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them how safe you'll be living
with four or five other people.
Parents might surprise you
when they realize that it may
be a good opportunity and
would give them a rest, too.
Bell said he definitely would
go back to Ocean City for the
summer if he didn't have to go
to summer school. Like most
students he feels that going
home after being in school is
hard and often creates
problems.
"Living at the beach is good
because it is laid back and
there's no worries," be said.
Miss Leonard lived at Ocean
City for two summers but
decided to settle down and get
a government job. She said
after her second summer
there, she had had enough
Tommy Ward is going back
to Ocean City for his third
summer.
The main advice was to plan
early.
Get down there
between Christmas and spring
break. Find a place to live
and look for a job. You may
end up changing jobs, but it is
better to start out with one you
don't like rather than to have
nothing.
All agreed that the easy
going atmosphere and beach
life attracted them. It was a
lot better than living at home
for the summer.
What was most memorable
about your summer in Ocean
City?
Gino Bell said "a lot of
things, but we spent a lot of
time hanging out on our front
porch." They had four chairs
and a hammock and spent
many hours getting drunk and
yelling all sorts of comments
to the tourists passing by.
Rene Leonard said the most
memorable experience was
when there was a hurricane
and everyone had to evacuate
Ocean City. Rene and her
roommate, Ann, could not get
out of Ocean City so they went
to The Yacht Club and drank

all day. Later they rode a jeep
through the roads that
appeared to be like rivers.
Tommy Ward said the most

memorable part of Ocean City
was the women. "Everyone
just lets loose, it is a make
believe world," he said.

Short plays to be
performed this
week in Wampler
"Four Sides of a Box," a
collection of short plays
written and performed by
members of the experimental
theatre class will be presented
in Wampler Experimental
Theatre this Wed-Fri.
The longest selection is the
play "Space," written and
directed by
senior Mary
Rubberry. r'Space" shows a

deal with boxes, including a
man who seeks psychiatric
help because he has a box
fetish
Starvation is the topic of
three scenes written by senior
Dwayne
Yancey
and
performed under the general
tide of "The Starvation
Syndrome."
"Buzzards"

^fc=f"Kf^arA^*<;=/\)T-«t^— ~~"^

land where every person is
assigned a certain space that
they cannot leave. The play is
the story of a girl enticed from
her space by an underground
movement and the trouble in
which she finds herself.
Three short scenes written
by junior Phoef Sutton are
based on improvisations
originated during class
exercises. Two of the scenes

♦"-*.« «(T-T*.«

shows two cowboys dying in
the desert watching the
buzzards overheaoV'Chicken"
shows two men fighting over
a non-existent chicken and the
characters in "A Warm
Body"
are
driven
to
cannibalism.
The experimental theatre
class is taught by Dr. Tom
King. The show will start at 8
p.m. Admission is free.
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Holding down the farm
Coors loses to principles of hard-working fat
Editor's note: Coors is considering locating a
brewery- its first outside of Colorado-in
eastern Rockingham County. The Breeze has
been following developments. Following is an
account of a family which refuses to sell their
land to Coors.
By TOM PITTS
These people are part of a rare breed, like
the pioneers who choose to leave the easy ways
of civilization behind and forge a new way of
life in the wilderness. They are the Kirtleys - a
tough, incredibly hard-working, honest and

principled family of dairy farmers who will not
sell their modest farm to Coors for any amount
of money.
"They could offer me a million dollars and
I'd turn em down," said Ben Kirtley as I stood
talking to him and his wife, Mary, between two
monsterbus cinder-block silos that hold the
feed for their 100 cows.
"We never had money. I never had money
before and I don't want any now," he said.
The most striking quality the Kirtleys
possess, besides raw grit and the
determination of blood-hounds hot on the trail,

is their absolute adherence to their principles a quality as rare as a sunny day in Seattle.
On most days, the Kirtleys 107-acre farm is
a beehive of activity. "We work 16 to 18 hours a
day," says Mary Kirtley proudly in a tone of
voice that implies it would be a sin to work less.
When Henry Clark, a Harrisonburg attorney
representing Coors on the land deals, came to
the farm to persuade the Kirtleys to sell, "He
told me I could go up there on the porch and
never have to work for the rest of my life," said
Ben Kirtley combing his thick black hair away
from his face with his fingers. "When that
feller said that to me, I felt like it was an
insult."
Ben and Mary Kirtley have never known
anything but hard work. In 1959, only a year
after they were married, Ben and Mary
decided to pack up and leave their home town
of McGaheysville to find work in Texas. Ben's
brother lived there and said there was work to
be found so Ben decreed they would go for six
years and they left
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'We are not against ir\
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Ben got a job in a smelter "smeltin' lead" in
El Paso and began saving money for the day
they could return to Virginia and lay down
cash for their life's dream - a farm.
In I960, their first son, Jeff, was born and
the following year Doug was born, but the cost
of feeding two kids didn't stop them from
saving enough to pay cash for 100 acres in Page
county six years after they left for Texas.
Mary Kirtley is a slight woman but strong
and able-bodied as a man and she's not afraid
to speak out and share her wisdom.
When I asked how they managed to save so
much money, Mary gave me the answer.
"We already learned to live without it, so we'd
take just enough to pay the bills and feed us
and we'd put the rest in the bank."
The following years were often hard but the

A 16 TO 18 HOUR WORK DAY is typical for
Ben and Mary Kirtley on their McGaheysville

farm.
ONE HUNDRED HEAD OF CATTLE roam
the pastures of the Kirtley's farm. The Coors
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THE 200-YEAR-OLD HOME has been almost completely restored by the Kirtley s.
Mary and their two oldest sons spread seven
truck-loads of concrete around the silos and as
a floor for the still-to-be-completed cow-shed.
Ben then finished building the corrugated
steel-roofed shed and moved in 30 cows.
Mary worked side-by-side with Ben sun-up to
sun-down and more, seven days a week. Ben
beams at me and proclaims proudly, "We're

100 percent partners." And then to drive the
point home, tie explains, "I wouldn't give her
$50 a week in the house, but out here, she's
worth $100 a day."
Now, after two-and-a-half years and a whole
lot of work, the KirUeys have 100 cows and a
whole lot more work yet to do. On Saturday
afternoon, Ben and Mary and their four
children are out working on the white, twostory, tin roofed house and one of the low,
adjacent sheds. Besides the kids, there is an
old man in green work clothes and an old,
ragged green cap with a carpenter's belt
around his waist.
His name is Enoch Wood. He was down-andout and hungry when he came to the Kirtleys
looking for work. They turned one of these
anonymous little out-buildings into a cozy
home for Enoch and had him help with the
chores.
When the Kirtleys first came here, there
was a poor family living in a decrepit, old
house with a sagging roof, explains Ben,
indicating a small house sitting atop a slight
rise right before the road bends through the
trees and disappears. The house was part of
the Kirtley tract and the family offered to pay
rent but Ben refused to take their money.
The husband was ill and the family was
living off his disability checks and couldn't
even afford to live decently let alone pay rent.
So the Kirtleys tightened their belts and put in
some overtime repairing the badly damaged
house. The family insisted on repaying the
kindness and the Kirtleys agreed to accept
some very small token rent payments.
Ben readily admits that he wouldn't have
been so kind if there was an able-bodied man
living there. "We'll take food right off our
table if somebody's hungry," he says. "But
they got to be willin'to work for it."
The Kirtleys have almost completely
restored the 200-year-old house including a fullsize basement they dug out by hand and they
soon plan to build a brick house on a nearby hill
which affords a view of nearly all the land
Coors wants to buy.
Out behind the weathered barn, old but
sturdy, are a couple of dozen acres they plant
with rye and corn that will feed the cows for a
year. First they plant the rye, which is coming

up fast right now, and soon they will harvest it
and plant corn. The rye and the corn, stalks
and all, will be fed into a machine that chops it
and shreds it and spits out a high-protein cowchow known as salage, which will be stored in
the silos.
The . Kirtleys are afraid that if Coors builds,
all the land adjoining their farm that is
suitable for planting will be rezoned industrial.
"They can stop us from ever growing any
bigger when they come in and rezone it," Ben
says in a matter-of-fact tone that does not
reveal his agitation towards the situation. Ben
takes blood-pressure pills and takes "twice as
much now" since the controversy began.
When Henry Clark first approached the
Kirtleys about selling their land, they were
confused and needed time to think. Ben recalls
feeling physically sick that day after Clark's
visit. That night, Mary says, "We woke up
from a sound sleep and looked right at each
other and we knew we couldn't sell."
Gark soon returned to discuss the matter
further and as he was leaving said, "Would you
get mad if I came back and made an offer?"
Ben replied, "No, I won't get mad and I hope
you won't get mad when I turn you down."
The Kirtleys know that if Coors builds, it
may seriously affect the operation of their
farm but they'll fight to the death before they
leave.
"You've got to protect what you believe in,"
declares Ben. "We are not against indus try
but we are against taking the best farmland."
The Kirtleys are not only worried that they
may be forced not to grow but that their water
supply may dry up when Coors starts
production. Ben has dug four wells on the
property that produce amazingly clean water
enabling his milk to be rated grade "A". Ben
claims that wells on farms near the Merck
plant have gone dry and fears that the Coors
brewery, to be built less than a mile away, will
cause his wells to dry up.

-«.«#

"The reason we love this farm," says
Mary,"is because it's ours."
"This is not our farm, it's the children's
farm too," adds Ben. "We got to fight 'em.
We are fighting for our children and their
children to come."

Photos by Lawrence Emerson
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(Continued from Page 2)
has, he said.
The Soviets tend to go where
they
will
meet
little
resistance, since most world
powers
oppose
Soviet
hegemony, Weber added.
Another internal problem
for the Soviets in the '80s, will
be that its World War II
patriots will die off. thus no
longer keeping the Soviet
Union together, he said.
"I'm not saying that the
Soviet Union will decay. The
West believes the Soviet Unior
will dry up and go away-thij
has been the theory of
containment," Weber said.
However, one can hardly
expect democracy to suddenly
develop in a country with no
history of it, Weber said.
The U.S.-USSR "cold war"
is typical of that of other
countries, Myers said, adding*
that there has even been al
1000-year "cold war" between!
Moslems and Christiams and!

JL Debts!

V-

fCnntinurd from I'-ARC l>
the student's forwarding]
address, if he has left one. If, I
after the last letter, no
payment is received, the city
shuts off the water service and
calls in a tax collector,
according to Ruth Shifflett.
Although she didn't have
the
exact
amount
of
outstanding bills at this time,
Shifflett said that at the last
figuring, two to three months
ago, the amount was about
$100.
Warner Cable Television
sends a notice to eachl
delinquent customer, andl
disconnects service after 10|
days if the bill is not paid,!
according
to
Debbie
O'Donnell.
l
O'Donnell did not have al
figure for outstanding bills.[
Continental Telephone
Company attempts to read
the delinquent customer and
then applies his deposit to the
bill before referring the
matter to a collection agency,!
said Sandra Miller.
"We don't normally tell
amount of outstanding bills,"
she said. "I couldn't even
venture a guess as to
much it would be."
The
Columbia
Gas
Companv tries to find
1
delinquent customer beforel
turning over the matter to af
collection agency, accordir_
to manager Jim Rowe.l
However, he stressed that al
student is treated no different]
than any other customer in
this respect.
Rowe did not know the exact
amount of outstanding billsJ

between
Catholics
and
Protestants.
However, the U.S. own cold
war is diminishing because
both countries are finding
"more pressing issues and
better things to do," he said.
The old Soviet "ideology of
the state" changed with
Khrushchev, Myers said, for
he no longer saw the state as
"an instrument of class
oppression,
nor
class
domination."
Although
the
Soviet
ideological conflict with
American world involvement
seems to be down, Myers said,
the
"Soviet
statement
indicates more freedom for
the world from capitalist
domination."
The U.S. on the other hand,
is trying to wind down this

ideological conflict by failing
to criticize the Soviet Union's
domination
in
Eastern
Europe. "The western world
has given up slogans of
international liberation.'' he
said.
The ideology of China while
under Mao Tse-tung was
"extremism orthodoxy,"
Myers said. That ideology
was replaced by a far more
pragmatic one. However, "it
is unsafe to make predictions
about how China will project
its image and how we will
perceive it,"he added.
Both the Soviet Union and
China are "fairly resourcerich countries," Rosser Said.
However, a major difference
is that the Soviet Union is not
an oil exporter. In fact, it is
likely to become an oil
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somewhat more stable, he
added, it still is not sufficient
to feed China's tremendous
over-population.
Both economics have a
fairly rapid rate of growth
predicted for the 80's, he said,
adding, "Russia has been able
to play catch-up by imitating
U.S. technology."
Therefore, Russia is now
close to being the world's
technological leaders, he said.
However, it has the
disadvantage of not being part
of the international banking
system.
Because of this, the ruble
(the Soviet Union's monetary
denomination) has become
overvalued, Rosser said, and
if this trend continues, Russia
will only be able to sell raw
materials in the 1980's.

' WEAB-SPORT GOODS

TUESDAYS
1

importer. "How much they
import is crucial to world
economics and politics," he
added.
For this reason, the United
States sold its sophisticated oil
drilling bits to Russia, "so as
to up their production,'"
Rosser said.
China also will buy oildrilling equipment from the
U.S., Rosser said, since China
is shifting from an antitechnological society to one of
rapid industrialization.
Both Russia and China have
"chronic food shortages," he
said. Russia's may be cause,
in part, by its highly variable
weather conditions.
This
causes Russia to have major
crop failures, Rosser said.
Although
China's
agricultural production is

51 EAST A/IARKET STREET

(DOWWTQWM HARRIS0»/BU86J

THE

ArTworK wAnreo
We are now accepting original artwork on consignment.
Commissions available on wall murals, handprinted or
handmade cloth, and some pottery.
Reviewed between 12 &
1 P.M. and 4-5 P.M. on
weekdays. MUST HAVE
SAMPLES OF WORK!
51 Court Square
434 2809

NAVY
NUCLEAR OFFICER.
THE FASTEST WAY UP
IN NUCLEAR POWER.

BREEZE.

Tuesday,

it Irish
(Continued from Page 3)
2:15-3:30 p.m.
"Irish
Music"
3:45-5:00 p.m.
"The
Individual
and
the
Community:
Human
Development"
Saturday, April 28-9:3011:00
a.m.
"Art
and
Architecture: The Creator
and the Community"
2:00-4:30 p.m.
"The
Individual
and
the
Community"
In addition to the sessions,
displays by the Irish Tourist
Board, the Irish Book Center,
Clearwater Press and the
Public Records office of
Northern Ireland will be
shown
in
Chandler's
Winchester and Woodstock
Rooms.
Also, a six-part television
titled "The Heritage of
Ireland" will be shown

If you want to get into nuclear engineering
start by getting into the Nuclear Navy.
You can apply in your junior year and earn
$700 per month plus benefits in your senior
year.
Oir nuclear training is the most comprehensive. You start by earning a comnission as a
Navy Officer. Then we give you a year of advanced nuclear training. During your career,
you'll get practical, hands-on experience
with our nuclear-powered fleet.

continously in the Alumni
Room of Chandler. The film
has been accepted by the
Public Broadcasting System
for Broadcast in America.
The
JMU University
Program Board will sponsor a
concert
by
The
Irish
Tradition, a group from
Washington D.C. at 1 p.m on
Friday, April 27, on the
terrace of the Warren
University Union.
The ACIS is the largest
international
interdisciplinary organization
of its kind, a spokesman said.
The
organization
has
approximately 500 members
from the United States,
Canada, Ireland, the United
Kingdoma and several other
countries.
For additional information
contact Martha CaJdwell of
the JMU art department at
4334123.

TEST TAKING TECHNIQUES
PREPARE NOW FOR FINALS
4-5 p.m. Tuesday, April 24
WUU Room D
4-5 p.m. Thursday, April 26
WUU Room A

Navy Representatives will be on
Campus 3-5 April i979.

Given by Shirley Cobb, Counseling
and Student Development Center
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Natural as
a mountain

The Natural American Taste in
Gamby's Distributors
Mt. Crawford

15

Jazz festival
features
Shaughnessy
The Seventh Annual James
Madison University Tri-State
Jazz Festival will feature
drummer Ed Shaughnessy,
featured performer with the
Doc Severinsen orchestra on
the Johnny Carson NBC
"Tonight Show".
The event will be held
Saturday, April 28,8 a.m. until
6 p.m. in Duke Fine Arts
Building on the JMU campus.
Twenty-four high school
jazz bands from Virginia,
West Virginia and Maryland
will compete for awards in
five classifications.
There
will be a different band on
stage every 20 minutes.
Judging the event, along
with Shaughnessy, will be
Kenneth Kirk, jazz ensemble
director at Roanoke College,
and Terry Blaylock, jazz
ensemble director at Virginia
Commonwealth University
Shaughnessy and the JMU
Jazz Ensemble, directed by
Dr. George West, will perform
a demonstration concert at 2
p.m. They will also perform at
the Festival Concert Saturday
evening in Wilson Auditorium
at 8 p.m.
The yearly event is
sponsored by die JMU
Department of Music and both
events are open to the public
free of charge.

American
Cancer
Society

A FIRST PRIZE FROM MOTHER NATURE
PABSTBLUE RIBBON BEER
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Tennis team defeats Salisbury for the first time
Dukes take 5-4 win
By DENNIS SMITH
James
Madison
University's third-seed men's
doubles team of John Witt and
Dave Rigotti won a 7-5, 7-6
decision over Salisbury State
College's Ladd Layton and
Jim Schenk here to give the
Dukes a 5-4 win Sunday.
Witt served and volleyed
twice to provide a 5-3 win in
the second-set tie-breaker.
The Dukes won two of three
singles match for the winning
edge.
It was the first win ever for
JMU over the Sea Gulls. The
win upped the Dukes' record
to 10-8.
"They're always a good
team," said JMU's head
coach Jack Arbogast. "I
figured we'd win in the
doubles, and it worked out
that way."

Salisbury's Josh Epstein
won the top-seed singles
match over Steve Gill, 7-6, 6-3,
while Larry Knopf handed the
Dukes' second-seed Ed
Barnhart a 6-4, 6-3 loss.
JMU's Mark Snead edged
the Sea Gulls' third-seed
Terry Layton, 6-4, 7-5. John
Witt evened the score at 2-2 by
downing Ladd LaytOn^B-1, 7-5
in the fourth singles match.
Salisbury's fifth-seed Scott
Wight broke the tie with a
three-set win over Dave
Rigotti, 7-6, 3-6, 6-2, while the
Dukes' Chris Lay bourne even
the score once more with a 5-7,
6-4, 6-4 win over Jim Schenk.
Snead easily handled Knopf
and Terry Layton, 6-2, 6-4, in
the first-seed doubles match,
but the Gulls' second-seed
doubles team of Epstein and
Wight beat Barnhart and Jeff
Perry, 7-5, 6-3.

Dukes split with VCU;
take pair from Howard

ED BARNHART. JMU's second-seed singles
player, hits a backhand volley in the Dukes' 5-4
win over Towson State on Thursday. JMU also

edged Salisbury State by the same score
Sunday. The wins upped the team's record to
10-8.
Pholn by I awrcnf P Ernorson

Joe Bono singled home the
winning run in the first game
and Jeff Cempre belted two
home runs in the nightcap
Sunday as James Madison
swept
a
baseball
doubleheader from Howard
University.
The Dukes, 25-10 for the
season, won the opener, 7-6 in
eight innings, and took the
second game, 13-10.
Saturday, JMU split a
doubleheader with ECAC
opponent Virginia
Commonwealth in Richmond.
The Dukes topped VCU, 5-0, in
the first game before dropping
a 2-1 decision in the second
game.

V*'

Lacrosse team loses to W&M, third defeat
By CATHY HANKS
The lacrosse team suffered
its third defeat this season to
the College of William and
Mary, 22-13, on Tuesday.
JMU was overwhelmed by
William and Mary's one man

team, Pixie Hamilton, who
was top scorer for the game
with a total of ten goals. JMU
was looking for victory to
make up last year's loss to
William and Mary, 12-8.
"We looked good at the

Bundy, Crumb honored
Two
James
Madison
University baseball players
have been honored by the
Eastern College Athletic
Conference (ECAC) for their
play in JMU's double-header
sweep of William and Mary
last weekend.
Sophomore first baseman
Lorenzo
Bundy
of
Tappahannock, Va., was
named the ECAC's Player of
the Week after slamming five
hits in seven at bats and
driving home eight runs
against the Indians. Bundy
had a single and a double and
three RBIs in the Dukes' 12-1
opening game victory over
William & Mary. He had two

singles and a three-run homer
and drove five runs as the
Dukes beat the Indians 12-0 in
the second game. The homer
was Bundy's sixth of the
season,
Freshman Warner Crumb
was named the ECAC's
Pitcher of the Week after
hurling a six-hit shutout for
the Dukes in their 12-0 victory
over William & Mary in the
second game of the doubleheader.
Crumb,
a
righthander from Cheriton,
Va., struck out four and
walked three as he improved
his record to 5-1. It was his
second shutout and fifth
complete game of the season.

beginning," said
JMU
sophomore Jill Heller. "If we
could have just closed out
Pixie we could have beaten
them."
The Duchesses started out
on a positive note and
controlled the game for the
first two minutes to take a 2-0
lead.
At one time, the
Duchesses lead 5-3 early in the
first half.
With approximately eight
minutes to go in the first half
William and Mary tied the
score 5-5 and went on to lead
by the end of the half, 10-6.
During the second half of the
game William and Mary
outscored JMU, 12-7.
Leading scorer for the
Duchesses was Traci Davis
with four followed by Heller
with three. Diane Bridgeforth
and Teresa Williams each
added two while Erin
Marovelli and Marie Crump
scored one a piece.
The team is ranked in the
top ten in the nation in scoring
and defense in the latest
Division I statistics released
by Penn State, host of the 1979

national collegiate lacrosse
tournament.
The Duchesses, who had a 52-0 record going into
Tuesday's game at William
and Mary, are tied with the
University of Massachusetts
for sixth place in team scoring
with an average of 11.0 goals
per game.
New Hampshire leads the
nation in scoring with a 15.0
average. William and Mary is
ranked third with a 13.2
average and the University of
Virginia is ranked tenth with
an 8.2 average.
JMU's defensive average of
8.1 goals per game is ranked
tenth. New Hampshire also
leads the nation in defense
with a 0.0 average. William
and Mary is ranked eighth
with a 4.7 average and
Virginia is ranked nth with an
8.6 average.
JMU sophomore Jill Heller
is ranked fifth in the nation in
assists with a 1.4 average.
Penn
State's
Charlene
Morette leads the nation in
assists with a 2.5 average. No
other player from Virginia is
ranked in scoring or assists.

JMU tied Sunday's first
game with three runs in the
sixth inning before getting the
winning tally in the eighth.
Rob Krowiak led off the
eighth with a double and
moved to third on sacrifice.
Mike Estes and Phil Titus
were issued intentional walks
before Bono singled to left to
score Krowiak:
In the second game JMU
scored five runs in the first
inning and never trailed.
Cempre hit a three-run homer
to spark the first-inning spree
and then hit a two-run shot in
the fifth.
Mark Dacko threw a twohitter in Saturday's first game
at VCU. He struck out six and
walked four while improving
his record to 5-0. Krowiak led
the Dukes' attack with two
singles in the game.
The victory was the 200th at
JMU for Dukes' coach Brad
Babcock.
After
the
doubleheader with Howard,
his record at JMU is 201-90.
In the second game, the
Rams' Kyle Martin scattered
six hits to win his second game
of the season. He didn't strike
out a batter but walked only
one.
(Continued on Page 19)

Writers
wanted
All persons interested
in writing sports for The
Breeze next year are
requested to attend an
organizational meeting
Wednesday evening at
6:15. Assignments for
the fall season and
scholarship hours will
be di.scussed.lf you can
not attend, please
contact next year's
sports editors Dennis
Smith or Dan McNiel
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For Estes, batting is truly a pitcher's dream
Baseball standout Mike
Estes is living every pitcher's
dream this season. He is
getting to hit on a regular
basis.
As a junior a year ago,
Estes was named James
Madison University's Most
Outstanding Pitcher after
leading the Dukes' staff with a
7-2 record and a 2.28 earned
run average in- 55 1-3
innings. The Dayton, Va.,
native was expected to be a
key member of the JMU staff
this
season,
but
the

righthander developed a sore
arm after his second start on
the Dukes' season-opening
Florida trip and went four
weeks before his next mound
appearance.
Although he was unable to
pitch during that period, Estes
continued to make a valuable
contribution as the Dukes'
designated hitter. For the
first time since his high school
days at Turner Ashby High
School, Estes has had the
opportunity to bat regularly
and he has made the most of

Duchesses sign 5-4 guard
to basketball scholarship
Sandy Kay, a 5'4" guard from Columbus, N.J., has signed a
women's basketball scholarship at James Madison University.
Kay averaged 16.7 points a game and led her team to the
Freedom Division championship this year at Northern
Burlingham High School. The team co-captain, she was named to
the All-South Jersey Senior Team and earned first team Freedom
Division honors.
As a junior Kay averaged 14.5 points a game and surpased the
1,000 point career scoring mark. Her team advanced to the South
Jersey semifinals and she earned second team All-County and
second team South Jersey honors.
high
school players I've seen this year."
Kay is the third player to sign a basketball scholarship at JMU
this year. Earlier Jaynes announced the signing of Lori Marsden,
a 5'10" forward from Rockville, Md., and Judy Baumgardner, a
5'7" forward from Harrisburg, Pa.
JMU finished the 1978-79 season with a 20-7 record and finished
second to Old Dominion University in the Virginia Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(VAIAW)
Tournament.

it Through JMU's first 31
games, Estes is batting .360
with two home runs and 18
runs batted in.
"I decided to use Mike as a
designated hitter after
watching him play in the
Rockingham County (Va.)
Baseball
League
last
summer," said JMU head
coach Brad Babcock. "I was
impressed with the number of
home runs he hit and the fact
that he hit for a high
average."
In the county league, Estes
played several different
positions when he wasn't
pitching. One night he'd be at
third base, the next night at
first and he also played the
outfield on occasion.
"Whenever someone
couldn't make a game, I
would fill in for him," Estes
said.
His double-duty this season
at JMU has meant double
practice time. During the
team's winter workouts, Estes
would participate in the
various pitching drills and
then go work on his hitting.
He doesn't feel the fact that he
couldn't concentrate on one
area has had any effect on his
performance on the mound or
the plate.
"I don't think it took
anything away from my
pitching and I know it didn't
hurt my hitting," Estes said.
"I just wish I could have
worked on my hitting skills
during my first two years of
college ball instead of having

to wait until now."
Estes spent two years at
Manatee Junior College (Fla.)
before transferring to JMU
last year and helping the
Dukes to a 30-13 record and a
berth in the Eastern College
Athletic Conference (ECAC)
District II playoffs.
"I'm usually more relaxed
when I'm hitting," Estes said

when asked which aspect of
the games was more mentally
demanding. "There's a lot of
concentration involved in
hitting, but it's not like
pitching when you have to
concentrate on every pitch
every inning."
Before each game, Estes
studies the opposing pitcher
(Continued on Page 19)

Golf team places third
at Lakes Invitational
By RICH AMACHER
The golf team ended its
season Saturday capturing
third place in the Champion
Lakes
Invitational
Tournament
played at
Ligonier, Pa.
Mike Movers and Stuart
Strang both fired founds of 78
in the one day, 18-hole
tournament.
Movers got in trouble early
and struggled to 43 on the
front nine, but shot a 35 on the
back nines.
"It was a tough course to
play and we didn't have time
to really get to know the
course," said coach Drew
Balog.
Indiana State (Pa.), the host
school, won the event firing a
388. California State (Pa.)
finished a close second three
back at 391. JMU had a
mediocre day posting a 398
complete its season with a
combined record of 206-27.

Jeff Bostic and Mike
McCarthy added rounds of 79
and Mike Carneva le shot an 82
to round out the Dukes
scoring.
"It was an enjoyable
afternoon to play golf, but we
just didn't play that well,"
commented Balog.
"We've had an excellent
season.
It was the best
performance as a team and
we bad our best team ever".
The Dukes will lose Movers
and McCarthy to graduation
but should return a strong
team.
"It's going to be tough to
replace
Movers
and
McCarthy, but we've signed
some outstanding freshmen.
In addition to that we have
some fine golfers returning
from this year's team. Both
Carnevale and Strang played
very well for us this year."
Thursday,
the
Dukes
I Continued on Pago Ifll

James Carries: on the road to Moscow
By DAN McNIEL
In 1980, a Jimmy from a small town
in Georgia will be traveling to
Moscow for one of the world's biggest
events.
The person fitting the description is
James J. Carnes, the head men's
track coach of the 1980 Olympic team
and presently the National Chairman
of The AAU Men's Track and Field
Committee.
The native of Eatonton, Georgia is
immersed in the long and involved
process of readying the U.S. for the
XXII Olympiad to be staged in
Moscow, Russia in the summer of
1980.
Carries spends many hours on the
road developing clinics, coordinating
programs for the Olympic hopefuls
and speaking on the behalf of track
and field as its number one advocate.
Carnes addressed the JMU
Mercury Club at its annual banquet
Thursday night on "how the majors
and teachers of physical education
can help take part in the total
development of the Olympic
program."
The development process has one
weak link and, unforutnatley for the
U.S., the deficiency occurs at the
critical stage in the amatuer athlete's
career.
"Right at the peak of his career he
graduates, and no longer has shoes, a
coach, a pit to jump m or the use of
training facilities. He has to get a job.
when lie graduates," explained
Carnes.
Carnes terms the funding of the
Olympic athletes "inadequate"but
there is a "great move to assist the
athlete after college." The "great
move"
consists of national
sponsorships of track and field and an
upgraded training program for the

Olympic hopefuls. Miller Brewing,
Adidas and Hilton Hotels have
already pledged their support in
various ways. Adidas is furnishing
uniforms and shoes while Frank
Shorter is endorsing Hilton under an
new international rule which allows
an athlete to endorse a product.
American athletes are also being
offered
more
international
competition than ever before in
preparing for the Olympic Games.
The National Track and Field team,
composed of the top ten in each event,
will compete in the World Cup at
Montreal and a Pre-Olympic meet in
Moscow.
The culitvation of the proper
techniques is necessary on the
elementary and high school level,
especially in events such as the
hammer, a perenially weak event for
the U.S.
We're not in the top 50 in the world
in the hammer," observed Carnes.
"We're trying to put more emphasis
on technique and recently sent a
coach to Europe to study the throwing
of the hammer in hopes of being able
to strnegthen the event. It will never
be strenghtened until we get it into the
high schools and colleges."
Carnes stated the young people
could learn the proper technique of
the hammer by throwing sand bags
which would grealty reduce the threat
of danger, a threat which hampers the
development of certain events.
While the U.S. is not in the top 50 in
the hammer, Carnes calls our entries
in the high and intermediate hurdles,
100, 200, 400, 400 and 1600 relays, the
"deepest and strongest in the world.
We also strong in the pole vault, high
jump and discus," he noted.
Based on 1978 ratings, the U.S.

would have more gold medals (six)
and overall medals (20) than any
other country according to Carnes.
The host U.S.S.R. would have four
gold and ten overall with East
Germany, Kenya, and West Germany
close behind, but gaining.
"We lost ground from the 1977
rankings. If we don't improve those
rankings, the other teams will
eliminate some of those. More people
are competing throughout the world
than ever before," said Carnes who
expects to have an experienced team.
Carnes stated "very few" of the
1976 athletes have reitired with
standouts such as Mac Wilkins in the
discus and Edwin Moses returning in
the hurdles.
"I anticipate a very mature team
because the members of this team,
Harvey Glance (sprints) and Moses
for example, will have had more
opportunities
to
compete
internationally."
Competing internationally in the
world's largest showcase invites
trouble from the headline hunters who
plagued Munich (the terrorists who
killed the Jewish athletes) in the
unforgettable 1972 games, and to a
lesser extent in Montreal (the walkout
of certain teams during the Olympics
for political reason). Carnes was an
assistant coach at Montreal in charge
of the throwing events and a spectator
at the three previous Olympics.
"The security in 1976 was very tight
and it may be tighter in Russia. I
doubt if any security would keep out
terrorists. If they wanted to attack,
shoot the guards and come on in, they
could do it I don't plan for the worse,
just meet whatever obstacles come
up. I'm aware the Olympics is a big
event, but my main responsibility is to

take care of the U.S. team."
One of Carnes's responsibilities will
be making sure athletes arrive on
time for their event and avoid the
mistakes in the past which cost the
country and the performer.
There's a book Carnes keeps by bis
bedside which has a chapter titled,
"Missing Blocks."
"It reminds me to leave no stone
unturned in preparing the U.S.
Olympic team," he noted.
The former collegiate track coach
at the University of Florida and at
Furman calls the coaching position
"one of the greates honors a coach
could ever have. My job is for me to
share the honor with other coaches in
U.S. and let mem know they're a part
of the U.S. Olympic team/'
Carnes was selected from a field of.
700 collegiate and high school coaches
for the prestigious job which has no
salary.
"It's very difficult for me to do this
as a full-time job. I spend more time
as the National Track and Field
Chairman."
Carnes has a family of five that
resides in Gainsville, Florida, the site
of the first Athletic Attic store. Carnes
and former Olympian MartyLiquiori,
are co-owners of the sporting goods
chain which numbers 147 stores in its
seventh year of existence.
One may think the traveling
necessitated by the many meetings
Carnes has with track officials would
effect adjustments in his family life
and day to day routine.
"I traveled as the head coach at the
University of Florida and now, I
travel as the head coach of the U.S.
Olympic team. My life has been
totally devoted to track and field and
it's no different now."

. >
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I never claimed I was any good

v

By DWAYNE YANCEY
Crack.
Uh-oh.
"Heads up, out there."
"Coming your way."
Oh my God.
"It's yours."
"Make it look easy."
What am I gonna do?
"Get under it."
"Back. Back."
Maybe if I close my eyes it'll go away.
Plunk. The ball bounces out of the pocket and
skitters away in the grass. I fumble for it, trying to
ignore the other team's whooping and the desperate
pleas of teammates.
"Second it."
"Third it"
"Home it."
I finally manage a wild throw to the general area
of the infield and trudge back to my position. I feel
eyes staring at me from every direction. I study my
glove and pound it several times for their benefit.
"Right field," someone on the other team yells to
the next batter. "They've gota hole out there."
I wish I could disappear.
It's that time of year again.
The birds are coming back from Florida and lawn
mowers roar and choke in the cool evenings. And
out at Harrisonburg's Purcell Park, the city men's
slow pitch softball league takes the field.
It ain't the big leagues. It ain't even the low
minors. But for the men involved, it's still serious
business.
They buy uniforms. They keep stats. They bring
their wives or girlfriends to cheer them on. They
even phone in the results to the Daily News-Record.
The league standings read like a Chamber of
Commerce membership list: Rockingham National
Bank, Good's Printers, Leggett's, Kawneer .. . and
Comm Arts.
Comm Arts?
Four years ago some free-spirited professors in
the communication arts department got together
and kicked in the bucks for team jerseys and the
entrance fee. They finished 1-13.
But every spring since then they've fielded a
team, even if the roster has included its fair share of
hot-hitting students and grads who've stayed in the
area.
In a league of junior executives and aging factory
workers who have to stuff their gut into their
uniforms, this contingent from academia has
certainly been an oddity.
They're the only ones who apply the stuff you
learned in Comm 200 to pep talk.
But that isn't all. Comm Arts is the only team who
has a player who can't play.
Me.

between my legs. Or when I ducked every time a fly
ball came anywhere close to me.
You see, I'd never really played softball before.
It's not that I didn't like sports. It's just that I was
always skinny and clumsy and always made a fool
out of myself every time I attempted to do
something anywhere near athletic. So, to save
myself the embarrassment, I just didn't bother.
During recess in elementary school I'd skip the
games to read a book. At least the only thing
athletic about that was turning the pages. And then
there was nobody looking who could yell at you if
you messed up.
After a while, I got pretty good at thumbing
through books but sports was something that I
never got the hang of.
But here I was a few years later in brack shoes
and a uniform masquerading as an athlete.
They tried their best not to play me. I didn't mind.
I was always afraid that if I did get into the game, I
might get hurt.
But eventually, their luck-and mine-ran out.
Part of the team took off on vacation and another
part was off working on their doctorates. So coming
down the home stretch last season, they had to stick
me in the line-up just to be able to field a team.
Surprisingly, it wasn't a total disaster.

outfield. I knew nobody could hit a ball that far on
the fly.
And I always volunteered to chase the ball
anytime it got lost. About once every game some
hot shot would hit the ball into the bushes or the
creek near the school. With a little imagination, one
could spent half the period searching for the ball
while everyone else played on with a replacement.
When the game was over I could boast that I
didn't mess up once and they'd believe me. They
only remembered you when you make a mistake.
That worked in sixth grade and for a while in the
city league.
But eventually, though, a ball did come my way
and there wasn't anything I could do about it. That
presented a challenge. Not in catching it-I knew I
couldn't do that -but in coming up in excuses why
not.
"The sun was in my eyes" is an old favorite of
mine but unfortunately it isn't always applicable.
That's why I love night games. No matter what
happens I can always say "I lost it in the lights.''
Blaming a malicious error on a bad glove is
another good excuse. Unfortunately, though, I used
this one so much that teammates practically forced
me into buying a new one.
I thought for a while that it was all over, that I'd

Fortunately, though not gifted with athletic
prowess, I at least knew a little about softball
strategy.
For example, I know that my natural position is
right field. Why? Where else can you stand for
innings at a time and never have a ball come your
way?
As long as you look alert enough to keep
righthanders from getting sneaky and poking the
ole cowhide to opposite field, you could have a hole
in your glove. For all practical purposes, mine did.
If a southpaw should come to bat, I reacted

have to finally admit that I was bad. Just plain bad.
But I was clever. I just didn't bother to break in my
new glove. That provides me with a new excuse"Hey, sorry, guys, but it's my glove's still stiff. I
can't seem to close the pocket.
Of course, I fully expect someone to bring a whole
case of oil to the next practice so I've been working
on other things to blame.

■

r
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I'm still not quite sure how I ended up on the
team. They said at the time they were desperate for
players. I think they really just wanted someone to
keep score.
In any case, the price of the jersey seemed
reasonable and after all, what else is there to do in
Harroonburg in the summer?
rgSve them fair warning of my, ahem, talents. I
guess they didn't believe me.
But they found out soon enough. When I struck
out-repeatedly-in batting practice. When I
displayed an uncanny ability to let grounders roll

instinctively. I shifted all the way to the foul line.
You won't have to catch many balls there but that's
the idea. Make the centerfielder run over to cover
right That way if he misses the ball, it looks like his
fault and not mine.
It's my way of winning the team's Golden Glove
award. You can't make any errors if you never
touch the ball.
That's a trick I picked up in elementary school on
the days when I was forced to play just to even up
teams.
I'd retreat to the farthest
position in the

Often an excuse must be specific. Saying you lost
it in the lights doesn't work very well for a bobbled
grounder.
Sometimes I'll just stand pat and watch the ball
drop to the ground a couple feet away. Then I'll yell
to somebody: "I thought it was yours." Witha little
mock anger, that can be pretty believable.
Another good one is to blame the grounder that
rolled right past your glove on a "bad hop." That's
guaranteed to elicit a certain amount of sympathy,
provided you don't overdo it
The beauty of all this is that while everyone on the
Comm Arts team knows I'm as coordinated as a
jellyfish, the other teams in the league just think
I'm the victim of bad luck.
The only time I can't hide my clutziness is when
I'm at bat But this year I've got a plan.
I'm going to bat clean-up. That way the pitcher
will think I'm the team's power hitter-and pitch
around me.
It's worth a try.

.• iMWMmrfmmmimmik
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Excuse demanded
To the Editor:
Those who attended JMU's women's track meet against
William and Mary and Eastern Mennonite last week must
have witnessed quite a spectacle. I missed the meet, but
bearing about it made me sick. I'm glad I missed it.
Seeing LeAnn Buntrock run the mile, two-mile and
three-mile races would have turned my stomach. Seeing
her, already exhausted from two previous races, ask her
coach to be excused from the three-mile and being told
she had to run it (for the team points) would have
prompted more of a reaction than just a letter to the
editor. Seeing her drop at the finish line would have
infuriated me to a level I've never approached, except
upon hearing about such events.
I have been a runner for less then seven years and I
don't profess to be an expert on every aspect of the sport.
But I do know that when a coach stops looking out for the
safety of his or her athletes, it's time to ask for an
explanation.
There is no excuse for a coach pushing an athlete that
far—to the point of doing great bodily harm to the athlete.
I can personally guarantee that there is no good runner
anywhere who should be running the one-, two- and threemile races in the same afternoon. In fact, most runners
would probably quit if told to—I would. So has every good
women's distance runner at JMU (with one exception)
quit by her senior year. They aren't afraid to be pushed—
just to be pushed too hard.
This pushing doesn't go in only in the meets. Two years
ago, I watched the women's team running nearly every
day on the track, in spikes, which gives the runner
virtually no protection. Little wonder so many of them
quit—they were injured most of the time anyway.
Last year, coach Flossie Love assigned one of her
runners a workout of 60 by V4-mile at race pace. Again, no
runner could ever do that in a single workout. It is so far
beyond the realm of possibility that when I mentioned the
workout to All-Americas Jim Buell of Kentucky and Dan

workout.
Coach Love has gone beyond merely risking minor
injury to her athletes. She could kill someone. Her attitude
and snyde remarks both on and off the track are
potentially damaging (emotionally and psychologically)
to more than a couple of runners, and have created
dangerously high blood pressure levels in me as well.
I think it is time the athletic community at JMU
demands a good explanation. I am sorry that it took this
much to demand it. It is my understanding that LeAnn is
supposed to run the two-mile, the three-mile and the sixmile in the state meet! Let's get that explanation before
LeAnn gets hurt.
m"
Mike Greehan Former JMU runner
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and looks for his best pitch.
"I look at his motion and
style of pitching," Estes said.
"The fastball is easiest to hit,
but if he gets ahead of me in
the count, I've got to be ready
for his out-pitch."
Estes, who does not bat
during games he pitches,
made his first appearance on
the mound in four weeks when
he started the second game of
a double-header with Old
Dominion Univesity on April
8. He allowed three runs in 313 innings and was not involved
in the decision.
He
has
made
two
appearances since then, once
as a starter and once in relief,
and his pitching comeback
has been a frustrating
experience for Estes. He has
picked up a loss in each of
those appearances and is now
1-3 on the season, but Babcock

• Golf
(Continued from Page l«>
announced the signing of
William Timothy Lyons of
Richmond Virginia.
Lyons a member of ,the
Midlothian high school' golf
team, tied for second in the
prestigious Richmond Golf
association
Junior
tournament last Spring.
Coach Balog described
Lyons as the second or third
best high school golfer in the
state.
"We are on our way to our
greatest recruiting year ever
and Lyons is a big part of it,"
said Balog. "He has all the
physical tools to be an
outstanding golfer and
mentally has it altogether. He
should be able to step in and
help us out as a freshman."

says Estes still figures
prominently in his plans as the
Dukes battle down the stretch
for another ECAC playoff
berth.
"If we go anywhere as far
as post-season play is
concerned, Mike is going to
have to pitch for us," Babcock
said. "I think, however, he
will be used more in relief
during the last couple weeks
of the season."
If Estes regains the

publicity form he showed a
year ago, it will be an added
bonus for the Dukes in their
stretch drive because he is
being counted on to help them
at the plate.
"Every pitcher in the
country thinks he's a hitter,"
Babcock says with a smile.
The JMU head coach can
smile because in Mike Estes,
Babcock has truly found a
pitcher that can hit.

V

The women's softball club
waltzed
through
the
University of Virginia softball
tournament Saturday and won
the event without a loss.
JMU captured the doubleelimination tournament by
defeating Ferrum, 9-1;
Liberty
Baptist,
6-2;
defending champion
Longwood College, 6-4; and
UVa. in the finals, 5-0. Eastern Mennonite College,
Averett College and Virginia
Tech rounded out the eightteam field.

Baseball
box scores
Saturday's Games
First Game
JMU

m..m..:—.$..*..*

vcu

m..m..:—.»..!..*

Dacko and Sica. Fields and
Beamer. W—Dacko (5-0), L—
Fields 2-4).
Second Game
JMU

vcu

•M..M1..*. .1..4..I
n«..m..x.. i .7.1

Crumb, Wojcieki (2) and
Sica. Martin and Beamer. W—
Martin (2-0), L—Crumb (5-2).

"Our girls just did a heck of
a job," said coach Doug
Wheelbarger. "It says a lot for
our girls to win it in their first
year together.
The victory over Virginia
gave the Duchesses a win over
every varsity team in the
state, Wheelbarger said. The
team, 11-1, suffered its only
loss to Virginia earlier this
SC3S0H

JMU will play EMC in a
doubleheader this afternoon
at Purcell Park beginning at
2:00 p.m.
Sunday's Games
First Game
JMU

-

Openings in Flag and Rifle Corps
ALL INSTRUMENTS WELCOME
Particularly interested in Brass Players

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
DUKE FINE ARTS

NAME

INSTRUMENT

HOME ADDRESS

FLAG EXPERIENCE _
RIFLE EXPERIENCE

in muf .«..u..i
«a..1U..*1.T .7..14..!

T. Ambrose and D.
Ambrose. Carleton, Estes (4)
and Dickerson, Harman (5).
W-Estes
(2-3),
L—T.
Ambrose (1-5).
HR—JMU: Estes, 3rd, one
on (3).
Second Game
HMMT«

lll..«1..4.T .M..II..I

JMU

m..m..».—.ij..i»..t

Stockton and Sledge. Crumb
and Sica. W—Crumb (6-2),
I^Stockton (2-6).
HR-JMU: Cempre (2), 1st
two on, 5th one on (5).

*

open to all University Students telephone 6725 or 6197 for immediate information

.
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Softball club first at UVa.

N

YEARS EXPERIENCE
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JOIN the James Madison University Marching Royal Dukes Marching Band
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Classifieds
For Sale
FOR SALE: Sofa $35, Table
$25, Hutch $15, Bed (single)
$15, Dresser $15. Excellent
condition. Call 433-4425, ask
for
Donna.
REFRIGERATOR FOR
SALE: 3.0 cu. ft. Only 8 mos.
old-llOO or offer. Call Tom or
John
5639.
FOR SALE: 1 single bed,
mattress and frame $15. 2 pcs.
wood paneling (7 ft. by 6 ft. 6
in.) $15.1 sofa (8 ft) $15.1 arm
chair, green print $10. Call
433-1563. Available after May
5.

April

2\, .1979

Doonesbury
THIS TRIP IS
UELL, IT IS. I
PROBABLYREAL THINK BROWN
HECESSARY,
ISBEC0MIN6
| HUH, RICK? ANIMPORJANT
/STORY-

By Garry Trudeau

/
CANT

you

JUSTMAKE
SOMEPH0NE
CALLS?

PHONECAUS?
joAwe.rMA
PROFES&ONAL!

/

Beeves, HOW CAN i Be SURE
THAT JERRY BROWN IS STILLTHE
MOST CYNICAL MAN IN AMERICA
IF IDCNT600UT THERE AND

JWSELP? -si
/
/

YOU'RE 06-

HAVBTDBE.
THERE'S TOO
FAIRNESS, ARENT MUCH AT
YOU, RICK?
STAKE.
/

sessmwrm

For Rent
SHAKE THE DORMITORY
HABIT! Try Townhouse living
at dormitory cost MayAugust. 2 BR, furnished. Walk
to campus. 434-0871 after 5
pm.
3 BLOCKS OFF CAMPUS
HOUSING: 1 bedroom $185
and 2 bedroom $210. All
utilities supplied. Phone 4331584
alter
5
pm.
SUBLEASE: May-August. 2
room apartment 1 block from
campus. Large livingroom
and bedroom. $70 a month
plus utilities. Call 433-5605 for
more
info.
FORMER TKEJHOUSE:
Remolded-luxery ants, open
for inspection and rental.
April 29,2 to 4 pm. 412 S. Main
Street.
ROOM FOR RENT: $60 pe»
month, less than $10 per
month utilities. Large room in
Setairs apartment on N
ainSt. Semi-furnished (bed,
dresser and desk). All
summer and or Fall. 433-8836.
Dale or Randy.*
SUBLEASE: May-August
with option to continue. Shank
HI l1^ miles from campus.
Maximum 2 people. Rent
$72.50 each. Please call Kelly
or
Therese
433-8401.

•>*■

SUBLET: 3 bedroom
apartment in Shank. $75 a
month (plus utilities, gas
included). Available May 15August 24. Call Courtney 5026
or Gwen 5420.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
apartment. Lease available
June 1st through next year.
$110
a
month-includes
everything but electricity.
Holly Court. Call 4934 6-9 pm.

Wanted
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY:
Housemate for summer andor next year. Unique house 8
miles from H'burg. Call
Ruthie or Helen at 833-5286 or
434-7705.
ARTISTIC PERSON
NEEDED to work with clay 515 hours per week. Must be
available throughout the year.
Start immediately. 828-3992.
PERSON WANTED to share
two bedroom patio apartment
at Squire Hill with two other
great roomates from May
thru August for only $65 a
month plus utilities. Enjoy
this summer in Harrisonburg
with the conviences of a
swimming pool, tennis courts,
shuttle bus, air conditioning
and all new furniture. This is a
unique chance to live in a
great apartment. Call 434-1824
immediately for an exclusive

GOVERNOR BRDUHVW
MUYOUONLY
[ANNOUNCEA
I 'CONTEXT FOR
°.YOURCANDI-

\

THISISANERA
OF LIMITATIONS.
I PONT WINK
PEOPLE WANT
FORMAL DECLARATIONS AWMORZ.

FEMALE ROOMATE
WANTED to share apartment
in Holly Court. Available May
Session. $80. Call 434-6684.

Lost
LOST ON MADISON
CAMPUS: 14 karat yellow
gold engagement ring, Vi
karat diamond. Ring is of
tremendous sentimental value
and worth. If found, please
call 434-4221. Generous
reward is offered. Ask for Bill.

WILL-THAT
APPIYTO
WRPRO6RAMAS
UELL?

IN THe ELECTRONIC
GLOBAL VILLAGE,
PROGRAMS ARE UNIMPORTANT. THEY'RE
JUST IWRPS. APPEARANCES ARETHE /
NEW REALITY.

THENITSTRUe
THATYOUR IPEA IDONTTHINK
OF A SOCIAL
THATQUESTION
WORKERISA RISES TO THE
TV. REPAIR- LEVEL OF WHATMAN?
EVER NETWORK
Y0UFRONTFOR.

ftOLBEI C0BBAL
Family Steak House
fjk

1580 South Main

LOST: Waltham watch near
Godwin or Warren Courts
Wednesday night, April 11th.
I liked it so if you found it
please call Bill at 5195.

Personals
0 MY SERVANTS! Sorrow
not if, in these days and on this
earthly plane, things contrary
to your wishes have been
ordained and manifested by
God, for days of blissful joy, of
heavenly
delight,
are
assuredly in store for you
Baha'u'llah. Write Baha'i
Club, Box 4175.
1 MAY NEVER PASS THIS
WAY AGAIN: but my years
here have been great. Thanks
to all my friends. Take Care
Roll Tide. Love Dave.
JAY: Hey Bull Islander!!
Love,
Sandy.

Try Our 29 Item Salad Bar"
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen
Come By & Give Us A Try.

^1

'We have a steak in your future'
College Special w/ID
7:00 til close;Mon,Tues,Weds.

10* off
any menu item.
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Classifieds
(Continued from Page 20)
PHILLIS OETERS: Since it is
your Birthday we KNOW you
deserve it, so...Party Hearty!
Love, Sigma Nu Little Sisters
TO GARY R. IN GARBER:
We heard about your chain
fantasy. Come on up
sometime and we'll dominate
you. The Logan Girls.
TERU: Here's the personal
nobody put in the paper for
you. This is gonna cost you a
beer Wednesday night. The
JMUBL Dictator.

Roommates

By Tom Arvis

KAREN: We never seem to
bump into each other on
campus...guess it's cur we're
both pretty busy. Glad ya got
into Shorts. Have a great
summer and write me. I'll try
to get up to see you! Love ya,
Sandy.
BECK AND BOB: Just a little
note to say hi! Rex, what
would I do without you?!
Love, San.
DEAR MS. HORN E. ASHEL.
Typical nasty weather. Eh?
Th«j E of E.

Wings

By Mark Legan

*'

DULBY: Sebastian's
dropping his lines, Gertrude is
lonesome and Madisonman's
having trouble coming up with
dialogue. We all miss you!
Hootlett
CAREER GIRLS: One more
till it's yours. The Outlaws.
HEY DR: I know where you
can get a summer job fixing
lino type machines. Ottmar
Mergenthaler.
MARTY MONTGOMERY:
Hey Bro-what else can we say
but hope this is the best
birthday ever-Hap]
Birthday! Love, Sigma
Little Sisters

'K

WOMEN OF JMU: Don't
become the target of Rape.
Instead of walking alone at
night, call Campus Security
for an escort. If you walk
alone you could be taking the
chance of your life. For more
information call: 6116.

Jtfi&ktM

BOOK FAIR: See display ad
elsewhere in paper.

*r,

MUSIC FEST

FEARTURING:
Phil & Gaye Johnson,
Grass Associates,
Frosty Morining Grass,
Mountain Heritage,
Joyce Breeden & Friends,
Two-Gun Terry,
RjjJ^^^ath^Vining^^^

SATURDAY, APRIL 28
ll:oo am • 10:00 pm
Rockingham County Fairgrounds
General Admission • $2*50
Children six-twelve • $1,00
BLUEGRASS, FOLK, & PLAIN OLE COUNTRY
CRAFTS. GAMES, & PRIZES
BARBEQUE CHICKEN & much much more!
SPONSORED BY. Big Brothers - Big Sisters
of Harrlsonburg-Rocklnghgm Co. Inc.
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THE SOUND
OF MUSIC

Tuesday April 24
at 7:00 pm
Wednesday April 25
at 7:00 & 10:00 pm
M. ■ *

M

Grafton/Stovall Theatre
HA

$1.00 with ID

*•/•
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START SAVING NOW! HI

ain&ii
"5»fc

m^F

*or ^ days - 8 nights
departs from D.C. area- December 26

Come spend a week at Waikiki Beach!!

Week at a Glance
Monday 231 Tuesday

24

Wednesday 25 [Thursday 26 I

The Sounc Of Music
p.m,

■5*9*

7:00& 10 p.m.

Friday 27

Saturday 28

ONE FLEW OVER THE
CUCKOO'S NEST
7:30 & 10 pm
7:30 & 10 pm
CONCERT:
Ed
The Irish Tradition Shaughnessy
with JMU Jazz
WUU Patio
Ensemble
12 noon
8 pm Wilson
CONCERT:

Readers' Forum
lm J
Stronger penalties
for theft requested
To the editor:
Living
in
on-campus
residence halls can be a
disheartening experience.
But to have your belongings
taken from you, and your
living space violated, is an
alarming one. As a college
student, you expect your peers
to have the same or similar
values as you possess, yet this
is a belief that only the naive
may hold.
In a school of 8,000 plus, one
must realize that there are as
many different values and
ideals as there are people, and
must deal with this reality in a
strong forceful way. One rule

Are students
second class?
To the editor:
Isn't it nice that students
are notified by letter from Dr.
Carrier about the tuition
increase
THREE
days
AFTER it was announced on
the local TV newscast to the
general public! I feel like a
second class citizen on my
own campus.
Thanks for the thought, Dr.
Carrier.
Connie Zimmerer
Commuter
Letters should be sent to
the Editorial Editor in
care of The Breeze,
Wine-Price
Building.

must apply to all.
In reviewing the honor
system at this school I came
across this statement:
"Any student found guilty
of violating the Honor Code of
James Madison University
may be subject to one or more
of the following penalties..."
The key word in this
statement of policy is the word
"may." The university must
implement stronger penalties
when stealing is involved. The
work "may" must be replaced
with "will".
If an individual is aware
that he will be suspended from
the university if caught
stealing, he will be less likely
to perform the act. Most
major universities rely on this
position.
The Honor Code also states
that if you are suspended, you
will receive a letter grade of
"W" in your classes at that
time. This should be changed
to a letter grade of "F" for all
classes. This provides extra
incentive for honesty.
As a student who has been
ransacked for more than a
hundeed dollars, I feel that
this
element
must
be
eliminated
from
this
university, and that the only
effective way to do so will be
to implement the above
revisions to the Honor Code.
Probation does not alleviate
the problem of theft, it merely
allows the element to
continue.
Jay S Groundwater
White HaU

Madisonman & JiAAmy U

f

Registration needs change
To the editor:
last Friday morning? You
might have gone to your
classes, or spent time girlwatching. I waited four hours
in line to complete early
registration. That's rightfour hours.
I really didn't plan it that
way. Asa "rising senior" with
76 credit hours, I eagerly
anticipated this privilege. But
I made a gross error.
I went to my 8 am class
instead of camping at Wilson
Hall. Then I got into line at 9
am on the
._ stairs near
the second floor of Wilson. The
line moved deceptively fast at
first, and I actually got onto
the stage at 10 am.
Of course, I could not see
where the various schools

By Scott Worner

were located because the
signs stood only five and a half
feet above ' the floor.
Wonderful.
Some lucky people had all
their cards pulled for them
regardless of which line they
were in. But many of us had to
go to different lines to get our
cards..
First, I got my Math class
card, and then I Joined the
Business School mob. I
measured my progress
toward the table by inches.
Meanwhile, I acquired vast
knowledge while in line. There
was to be a party at Shank
Apartments. Exactly thirtyfour lights were used to
illuminate
the
stage.
Somebody skipped three
classes to register. One man
figured his Business Policy
class at noon was cancelled,
because his class was on
Wilson's stage. Ha ha.
To relieve the boredom, I
alternately ogled attractive
women and my shoelaces. By
12:25 pm, I was five feet from
the Business table. Someone
reported he ate his lunch-a
piece of gum. Funny. At that
point, the crowd cheered the
few
who
completed
registration and mooed like
Rockingham County's finest
cows.

*.->

My feet became numb as
my Arrid Extra Dry and
patience wore thin. I finally
escaped Wilson Auditorium at
1:15 pm.
Obviously some changes in
registration must be made.
First, early registration
should be conducted in
Sinclair Gymnasium. Surely
the PE classes could meet
outdoors, and the sunny
weather would be good for
them.
Second, how about spending
some money on signs? If this
University
can
print
thousands of pamphlets about
Wholistic Health, it surely can
erect 10 foot tall signs so
students will know which lines
to Join.
Finally,
use
more
employees to work at the
registration
tables.
Understandably, students
can't work during classes, so
why not enlist Building and
Grounds workers? I don't
mind blue collar types
banding me class cards.
Just think.
If my
experience was an omen, we
might have to line up Monday
mornings to get tickets for
Saturday night basketball
games.
William Sullivan
Spotswood Hall
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Special
Olympics:

A lot of fun,
a lot of sweat
and
a lot of love

Photos by
Sandy Paetow

GIVING IT HIS BEST, John Holmes, from Greene Co., kicks a
soccer ball in the Special Olympics Sunday.

PAUL SHARP reads the Special Olympic oath before4he games
begin.

„- I

RUNNING THE 220 at the Special Olympics Sunday are (left to right) hugger Michael King. Ricky Morris, who won the event and

Bobby Kennedy.

